The Forescout Accredited Engineer curriculum is aimed at Security professionals that focus on presales activities & security solutions. Accredited Engineers understand how incorporate Forescout into a wider security solution offering leveraging the Forescout Technology Partner Ecosystem to complement existing security tools and frameworks within their customer base.

Certified Associate
FSCA certified individuals can perform basic Forescout administration which involves basics such as navigating the console to determine which policies a device matches and finding various host properties.

Certified Associate: OT/ICS
Certified individuals understand basic policy flow, best practices for groups & policies, and can configure basic visibility using the HPS Inspection Engine, Switch, and User Directory plugins. They are also able to create reports and dashboard widgets for monitoring the network.

*Certified Expert
FSCE certified individuals can roll out large scale deployments implementing Forescout’s Professional Services’ best practices and policies & are able to create individual custom policies on an as needed basis, set up reporting and educate customers or business owners in basic Forescout administration.

Certified individuals can perform high level tuning for maximum performance as well as document any modifications and customizations to detected traffic and justify each to the customer while making meaningful design recommendations.

*Please note that there is no online curriculum for the FSCE currently.
The Forerunner Program is an offering for identified technical champions from Forescout’s top partners around the world offering the highest level of access to Forescout training and enablement resources.

Forerunners are viewed as an integral members of the Forescout Family and are promoted internally as an extension of the Forescout technical team.

Learn more at www.forescout.com/forerunner

What is Forerunner?

Forerunner Benefits

Nominated Members

• Substantial Forescout business value with minimal reliance on Forescout SE & support engineers
• Active FSCE and/or FSDE certifications or FSCA, FSDA and FSeSS certifications
• Active in Forescout trainings & field events & regularly engaged with Forescout sales teams
• Proven ability to demonstrate POV-level technical skill
• Regular sharing of knowledge and skill with the greater partner community

Partner Organization

• Monthly technical briefings
• Beta participation
• Enhanced virtual lab resources
• Community technical forums
• Annual Conference
• Engagement incentives
• Digital Badge upon enrollment
• Accelerated new business sales
• Value differentiation with customers
• Increased visibility with Forescout Sales

Forerunner Requirements

Nominated by Regional Channel SE upon demonstrating the following: